
 

The software-as-a-service platform Autodata 3.38 pt language provides the following services: translation, translation memory, term extraction from translation memories, document retrieval from translation memories and web crawling. The term "translation" is defined as the conversion of a text written in one language into an equivalent one in another language. In order to use Autodata 3. 38 pt
language, the user is required to register on the web site. The registered user can access all the services offered by Autodata 3.38 pt language via his/her personal account. The most important services provided by this software are listed below: - Translation memory - Translation memory can be used to store translations in a database that is typically manipulated using a client application. - Document
retrieval - This system is based on indexing documents with terms extracted from translations. These documents are normally displayed in a search engine interface allowing users to search for documents containing specific terms within them. - Web crawling - This service provides automatic indexing of web pages containing information resources relevant for translation studies. In addition, web
pages containing information resources relevant for translation studies can be suggested to users by using a translation memory. Moreover, the translation memories of other users can be searched using the search engine interface. - Term extraction from translations - This service provides tools for automatically identifying terms in the source text and the target text. The software-as-a-service platform
Autodata 3.38 pt language provides a user interface that allows registered users to access Autodata 3. 38 pt language services from their personal accounts. The interface uses the following screens: - Account management - This screen allows the user to manage his/her account, including editing the password sent from the site. - Submit translation - In this screen, the user is able to submit a translation
job to Autodata 3. 38 pt language by providing a file containing his/her translation. When submitting a translation job, users are able to customize several settings such as the name of the translated document and its target language or country code, as specified by Autodata 3. 38 pt language for this specific purpose. The translation job will be saved in a database after approval by Autodata 3. 38 pt
language. - Translation memory - This screen allows the users to go through their translation memories, which are made up of the submitted translation jobs previously saved in the database. The users are able to either create a new translation memory or take advantage of the one created by default when they register on Autodata 3. 38 pt language. - Translation retrieval - This service uses an existing
term extraction service called TWI to provide an interface for searching for relevant documents by translating terms provided by the user, either in source or target languages. - Web crawling - This screen provides information about web pages that have been indexed using web crawling services offered by Autodata 3.38 pt language.
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